


Books by Release Month Go to Books by Author

January 2016

Carolyn Arnold, Skiing is Murder, Hibbert & Stiles Publishing Inc.

Melodie Campbell, The Goddaughter Caper, Orca Books

Sarah Fox, Death in A Major, HarperCollins Publishers

February

Cathy Ace, The Case of the Missing Morris Dancer, Severn House Publishers

Brenda Chapman, Tumbled Graves, Dundurn Press

Vicki Delany, Unreasonable Doubt, Poisoned Pen Press

J.A. Menzies, The Paul Manziuk and Jacquie Ryan Mysteries, MurderWillOut Mysteries 

Katherine Prairie, Thirst, Stonedrift Press Ltd.

March

R.M. Greenaway, Cold Girl, Dundurn Press

Joe Hamilton, Eye on You - Rock You Like a Hurricane, Amazon

J. A. Menzies, 7 Short Mystery and Suspense Stories, MurderWillOut Mysteries

April

Cathy Ace, The Corpse with the Garnet Face, TouchWood Editions

Carolyn Arnold, Violated, Hibbert & Stiles Publishing Inc.

Anita Arvast, What Killed Jane Creba, Dundurn Press

Elizabeth J. Duncan, Murder on the Hour, St. Martin's Press

Eva Gates, Reading Up A Storm, Penguin US

Eileen Vera Schuh, Shadow Riders, Kastle Harbour Publishing
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May

Catherine Astolfo, Operation Babylift, Imajin Books

J. Thomas Dalby, Shrunk: Crime and Disorders of the Mind, Durvile Publications

John Farrow, Seven Days Dead, Minotaur Books

Patricia Filteau, Vantage Point

Barry Finlay, A Perilous Question, Keep On Climbing

Wayne A.D. Kerr, Ric-A-Dam-Doo The Snow Devils, Canusa LLC

R.J. McMillan, Green River Falling, TouchWood Editions

George Mercer, Wood Buffalo

Eric Wright, The Land Mine, Cormorant Books

June

Ryan Aldred, Rum Luck, Five Star Publishing

Shelby Cain, Mountain Girl, Oolichan Books

Suzanne F. Kingsmill, Crazy Dead, Dundurn Press

Rosemary McCracken, Raven Lake, Imajin Books

Twist Phelan, Exit, Virage Press

Sam Wiebe, Invisible Dead, Random House Canada

July

Janet Kellough, Wishful Seeing, Dundurn Press

Rene Natan, Lemoncella Cocktail, Archway Publishing

Linda Wiken, Toasting Up Trouble, Berkley Publishing

August

Sarah Fox, The Crêpes of Wrath, Penguin Random House (Alibi)

Maureen Jennings, Dead Ground In Between, McClelland & Stewart

Kathi Nidd, Snowdrifts, Tellwell Talent

John Moss, The Girl in a Coma, The Poisoned Pencil (Imprint of Poisoned Pen Press)

Judy Penz Sheluk, Skeletons in the Attic, Imajin Books
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September

Carolyn Arnold, In the Line of Duty, Hibbert & Stiles Publishing

Anthony Bidulka, Set Free, Bon Vivant Books

Lisa de Nikolits, The Nearly Girl, Inanna Publications

Barbara Fradkin, Fire in the Stars, Dundurn Press

Nate Hendley, The Big Con, ABC-CLIO

Mike Martin, A Long Ways from Home, Friesen Press

Merrilee Robson, Murder is Uncooperative, North Star Press

Robin Timmerman, Threat of Autumn, Trafford

Elle Wild, Strange Things Done, Dundurn Press /Thomas Allen Publishers 

October

Victoria Abbott, The Hammett Hex, Berkley Publishing

Cathy Ace, The Corpse with the Ruby Lips, TouchWood Editions

E.C. Bell, Stalking the Dead, Tyche Books

Rick Blechta, Rundown, Raven Books

M. H. Callway, Glow Grass and Other Tales, Carrick Publishing

Axel Howerton, Furr, Tyche Books

Roy Innes, The Extra Cadaver Murder, NeWest Press

Peter Robinson, When the Music’s Over, McClelland & Stewart

Eileen Schuh, Operation MaxTracker, Kastle Harbour Publishing

November

Jen J. Danna (writing as Sara Driscoll), Lone Wolf, Kensington Publishing

Vicki Delany, We Wish You A Murderous Christmas, Berkley Prime Crime

Nick Wilkshire, Escape to Havana, Dundurn Press

December

Elizabeth J Duncan, Ill Met by Murder, Crooked Lane Books
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Books by Author

Victoria Abbott

The Hammett Hex

• Berkley Publishing

• ISBN: 978-0425280355

• October 2016

• Mass market paperback $10.99

• eBook $8.99

Jordan Bingham deserves a vacation in San Francisco, Hammett’s

town. But she’s learned from Hammett to trust no one, not even the

man in her life, Officer Tyler Dekker. With killer cable cars and foggy

alleys, will the skills passed on by her crooked family save Jordan as the

city turns deadly?

Cathy Ace

The Case of the Missing Morris Dancer

• Severn House Publishers

• ISBN: 978-0727885548

• February 2016

• Hardcover $38.12

The Anwen Morris Dancers are to play a pivotal role in the imminent

nuptials of Henry, eighteenth Duke of Chellingworth. But it looks as

though the wedding plans might go awry unless Mavis, Annie, Carol

and Christine can help Althea, the Dowager Duchess, by finding a

missing Morris man and a set of ancient and valuable artefacts in time

for her son’s wedding.

Cathy Ace

The Corpse with the Garnet Face

• TouchWood Editions

• ISBN: 978-1771511650

• April 2016

• Trade paperback $14.95

Bud's mother insists her long-lost brother was a bad child—a

disposition caused by a large purple birthmark covering most of his

face. With an old iron key and the mention of a small group of friends

as their only clues, Cait and Bud travel to Amsterdam to work out who

Uncle Jonas really was.
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Books by Author Go to Books by Release Month

Cathy Ace

The Corpse with the Ruby Lips

• TouchWood Editions

• ISBN: 978-1771511957

• October 2016

• Trade paperback $14.95

While Bud stays home to care for his mom, Cait goes to teach at a

university in Budapest for a month. Agreeing to help a student

investigate a 1970s unsolved murder that took place on her own

campus in Canada, our sleuth finds herself sticking her nose into a

Cold War case, that might warm up again.

Ryan Aldred

Rum Luck

• Five Star Publishing

• ISBN: 1432831895

• June 2016

• Hardcover $27.95

Sand. Monkeys. Murder. With death threats piling up on the

rum-soaked bar, Ben and his friends take over a ramshackle cantina in

search of a fresh start – or a quick end.  A humorous mystery and

Arthur Ellis Award Finalist.

Carolyn Arnold

In the Line of Duty

Hibbert & Stiles Publishing Inc.

• ISBN  978-1-988353-24-1

• September 2016

• Trade paperback $21.49

• Hardcover $35.49

• e-book $7.73

Her fellow officer has made the ultimate sacrifice, and Detective

Madison Knight may have to lay it all on the line to bring his killer to

justice. But with leads pointing in several directions, she has to narrow

them down—and quickly—if she’s going to solve the case before anyone else gets hurt.
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Books by Author Go to Books by Release Month

Carolyn Arnold

Skiing is Murder

• Hibbert & Stiles Publishing Inc.

• ISBN: 978-1-988064-67-3

• January 2016

• Trade paperback $7.99

• ebook $0.99

Sean and Sara were supposed to have a relaxing vacation in Vail, but it

all goes up in a puff of powder when there’s a suspicious death on the

mountain. And the deceased is not just anyone; it’s Adrian Blackwell, a

two-time Olympic skiing gold medalist.

Carolyn Arnold

Violated

• Hibbert & Stiles Publishing Inc.

• ISBN: 978-1-988064-71-0

• April 2016

• eBook $4.99

• Trade paperback $14.99

One of the FBI’s own becomes a murder suspect and has FBI agent

and profiler Brandon Fisher and the other two members of the team

rushing to California to defend her. They soon realize that what was

originally viewed as an isolated incident was actually the work of a

serial killer.

Catherine Astolfo

Operation Babylift, A Kira Callahan Mystery

• Imajin Books

• ASBN: B01ENVRET6

• May 2016

• eBook $2.99

Two new arrivals at Kira Callahan's retirement home awaken her

painful memories of the 1975 Operation Babylift plane crash in

Vietnam. Two murders later, Kira and the Flower Pots unwittingly

bring the killer home with them. A novella that mixes sad and sunny,

mystery, romance and history.
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Books by Author Go to Books by Release Month

E.C. Bell

Stalking the Dead

• Tyche Books

• ISBN: 978-1-928025-61-0

• October 2016

• Trade paperback $17.95

• eBook $4.99

When Marie’s boss, James Lavall, goes to Fort McMurray to meet  her

mother, Marie follows him. But her stalkery ex-boyfriend went home,

too, and managed to get himself killed. Now James is in trouble, and

Marie has to save him. Who killed Arnie? And how can Marie move

him on without him going stalkery now that he's dead?

Anthony Bidulka

Set Free

• Bon Vivant Books

• ISBN: 978-0-9952292-1-1

• September 2016

• Trade paperback $19.95

• eBook $7.89

Within minutes of arriving in Marrakech, renowned author Jaspar

Wills is kidnapped. Living with a loss far greater than his own death,

Jaspar is a destroyed man…until an act of revenge leads to stunning

revelations that will change everything. The truth will set you free. Can

lies do the same?

Rick Blechta

Rundown

• Raven Books

• ISBN: 978-1459810105

• October 2016

• Mass market paperback $9.95

Pratt & Ellis are at it again. Two people have been killed by hit and run

drivers and the accidents are eerily similar. Could there be a crazy on

the loose? The two Toronto homicide detectives are brought in to

quickly put a lid on the case or risk public panic in the city.
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Books by Author Go to Books by Release Month

Shelby Cain

Mountain Girl

• Oolichan Books

• ISBN-10: 0889823154

• June 2016

• Trade paperback

• Cost: $18.95

Mountain Girl is an obsessive, captivating thrill-ride from the first

page until the last. Like its main character, under the grips of

Stockholm syndrome, readers find themselves torn between liking her

captor and being repulsed by him. Clear your schedule, this book begs

to be devoured in one night.

Melodie Campbell

The Goddaughter Caper

• Orca Books

• ISBN: 1459810538

• January 2016

• Trade paperback $9.95

• eBook $4.95

A stash of empty coffins. Who is behind the "you plug 'um, we plant

'um" Fly by Night Funeral Home? Gina and her mob relatives from the

Holy Cannoli Retirement Villa return for another hilarious caper.

Brenda Chapman

Tumbled Graves

• Dundurn Press

• ISBN: 978-1-45973-096-0

• February 2016

• Trade paperback $14.99

• eBook $8.99

When Adele Delaney and her daughter Violet go missing, the Kingston

Major Crimes Unit is called upon to investigate.  As Stonechild and

Gundersund juggle personal troubles and a complicated, dangerous

case, they find themselves piecing together a chain of disasters leading

back to a single betrayal.
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Books by Author Go to Books by Release Month

Jen J. Danna (writing as Sara Driscoll)

Lone Wolf

• Kensington Publishing

• ISBN: 978-1496704412

• November 2016

• Hardcover $27.95

• eBook $12.75

When a bomber strikes terror across the Eastern seaboard, the FBI’s

elite K-9 team of Meg Jennings and Hawk are dedicated to stopping

him. But when the attacks spiral wide, it will come down to a battle of

wits and survival between Meg, Hawk and the bomber to rescue a

nation from the brink of chaos.

Lisa de Nikolits

The Nearly Girl

• Inanna Publications

• ISBN: Not yet available

• September 2016

• Trade paperback $22.95

• eBook $7.99

The Nearly Girl is a novel that steers a course between literary

seriousness and fast-paced action, making it a gripping and

provocative read. Amelia Fisher suffers from a rare psychosis. She

nearly gets things right but when it comes to accepted behaviours, she

fails, with murderous consequences.

Vicki Delany

Unreasonable Doubt

• Poisoned Pen Press

• ISBN: 978-1464205132

• February 2016

• Hardcover $32.00

• Trade paperback $19.00

• eBook $9.99

Twenty-five years ago Walt Desmond was sentenced to life in prison

for a murder in Trafalgar, British Columbia. Now he’s out of prison,

exonerated by new evidence that shows corruption at worst or sheer

incompetence at best, on the part of the Trafalgar City Police. 

And he's coming back to Trafalgar.
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Books by Author Go to Books by Release Month

Vicki Delany

We Wish You A Murderous Christmas

• Berkley Prime Crime

• ISBN: 978-0425280812

• November 2016

• Mass market paperback $7.99

• eBook $7.50

As Christmas Day approaches, shop owner Merry Wilkinson is enjoying

a rare evening off at the Yuletide Inn when Gord Olsen reveals that his

new plans have no room for Christmas at the Inn. When Gord is found

stabbed to death, it’s up to Merry to find whoever brought homicide

home for the holidays...

A.M. Dellamonica

Child of a Hidden Sea

• Tor Books

• ISBN: 9780765334497

• November 2016

• Hardcover $29.99

One minute, Sophie Hansa is in a San Francisco alley, trying to save

the life of a strange woman. The next, she is flung into the warm and

salty waters of an unfamiliar world.

Elizabeth J. Duncan

Ill Met by Murder

• Crooked Lane Books

• ISBN: 978-1-62953-769-6

• December 2016

• Hardcover $33.04

• eBook 9.99

When a body is discovered after an outdoor performance of A

Midsummer Night's Dream, costume designer Charlotte Fairfax must

expose an anguished family history to reveal the killer.
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Books by Author Go to Books by Release Month

John Farrow

Seven Days Dead

• Minotaur Books

• ISBN: 978-1-250-05769-3

• May 2016

• Hardcover $36.99

During an epic storm in the Gulf of Maine a lone woman races--first by

car, then by a life-threatening sea crossing--to the island of Grand

Manan. Her father is dying—will she make it in time? Who else risks

being out in the turbulent black night? And how many murder victims

will be revealed at the break of dawn? 

Patricia Filteau

Vantage Point, A Kate Roarty, P.I. Novel

• Patricia Filteau

• ISBN: 978177302068-6  978177302069-3

• May 2016

• Trade Paperback $19.99

• ebook $5.99

Private investigator Kate Roarty specializes in restoring high-tech

intellectual property to the rightful innovators. The theft of a

bioengineered microchip takes her to the UK and America on a

high-stakes, action-packed pursuit before the technology is unleashed

to carry out disastrous consequences. 

Barry Finlay

A Perilous Question

• Keep On Climbing

• ISBN: 978-0-9938910-5-2

• May 2016

• Mass market paperback $17.35

• eBook $4.99

Strong, independent and divorced Marcie Kane is on a much needed

vacation in Tanzania, Africa when her enjoyment of everything the

country has to offer is shattered by one simple question posed by a

teenage girl: “When are you taking me to America?” Harmless as it

may seem, Marcie realizes that this question posed to the wrong person could spell disaster...
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Books by Author Go to Books by Release Month

Sarah Fox

Death in A Major

• HarperCollins (Witness Impulse)

• ISBN: 9780062413017

• January 2016

• Trade paperback $14.99

• eBook $2.99

After one of the Point Grey Philharmonic’s wealthy benefactors drops

dead at a post-concert reception, violinist Midori Bishop suspects foul

play. When someone close to Midori unexpectedly confesses to the

crime, Midori must race to identify the true killer before an innocent

person goes to jail.

Sarah Fox

The Crêpes of Wrath (A Pancake House Mystery)

• Penguin Random House (Alibi)

• ISBN: 042528509X

• August 2016

• eBook $4.99

When Marley McKinney’s aging cousin, Jimmy, falls ill with

pneumonia, she agrees to run his pancake house while he recovers.

She expects to spend a leisurely week in the town of Wildwood Cove,

but when Jimmy is murdered, Marley risks getting burned by a killer

only interested in serving up trouble.

Barbara Fradkin

Fire in the Stars

• Dundurn Press

• ISBN: 9781459732391

• September 2016

• Trade paperback $19.99

After a horrific trauma overseas, international aid worker Amanda

Doucette returns to Canada to rebuild her life and her shaken ideals.

There, the passionate, adventurous woman needs all her strength and

ingenuity when a friend and  fellow survivor goes missing in

Newfoundland along with his son.
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Books by Author Go to Books by Release Month

Eva Gates

Reading Up A Storm

• Penguin US

• ISBN: 978-0451470959

• April 2016

• Mass market paperback $10.45

• eBook $9.90

Misfortune blows into North Carolina’s Outer Banks when a dead body

in a boat on the shore leaves local librarian Lucy Richardson racing to

solve a strange new mystery...

R.M. Greenaway

Cold Girl

• Dundurn Press

• ISBN: 978-1-4597-3437

• March 26, 2016

• Trade paperback $16.01

In the midst of a northern B.C. winter, a young woman walks out the

door and fails to return. RCMP Constable David Leith battles his own

demons, a mismatched team, and murderous terrain in his

time-sensitive quest to track her down.

Joe Hamilton

Eye on You - Rock You Like a Hurricane

• Amazon

• ISBN: 9781530579952

• March 2016

• Trade paperback $15.00

This was a case Biloxi’s finest gave up on over a decade ago. This is the

backdrop for Gabriel Ross’ most difficult case yet. He sets out to solve

the unsolvable, while a murderer is out for revenge!
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Books by Author Go to Books by Release Month

Axel Howerton

Furr

• Tyche Books

• ISBN: 9781928025597

• October 2016

• Trade paperback $16.95

• eBook $4.99

Jimmy Finn is having a real bad day. As smoke envelopes the city, he

finds himself on the run and out of time. He’s either losing his mind, or

becoming a monster. Or maybe it’s both. Jimmy's last hope is a

long-buried family secret, lost high in the mountains, with a girl that

haunts his dreams.

Roy Innes

The Extra Cadaver Murder

• NeWest Press

• ISBN: 978-1-926455-72-3

• October 2016

• trade paperback $15.95

RCMP Inspector Coswell is back. A university professor is murdered

and his corpse is revealed to a first year anatomy class in spectacular

fashion—nude on a slab alongside shrouded medical cadavers. The case

proves difficult for the inspector and becomes moreso when he is

assigned a new partner—a female officer who arrives under a political

cloud. 

Maureen Jennings

Dead Ground In Between

• McClelland & Stewart

• ISBN: 9780771050558 

• August 2016

• Trade Paperback $24.95

Tyler's job is both to keep the peace and to enforce wartime

regulations. Magistrate's court is busy. Then a troubled old man goes

missing in a winter storm. The next day his body is discovered in a

secret hideout supposedly known to very few. It soon becomes clear

that a crime has been committed, and there is no shortage of

suspects. 
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Books by Author Go to Books by Release Month

Janet Kellough

Wishful Seeing

• Dundurn Press

• ISBN: 978-1-4597-3537-8

• July 2016

• Trade paperback $11.99

Saddlebag preacher Thaddeus Lewis becomes infatuated with a married

woman accused of murder. In a desperate attempt to clear her, he enlists

the aid of his granddaughter Martha and an inexperienced young lawyer.

Together they discover a case of fraud that threatens the completion of

an ill-fated Canadian railway project and which nearly destroys

Thaddeus.

Wayne A.D. Kerr

Ric-A-Dam-Doo The Snow Devils

• Canusa LLC

• ISBN: 978-0-9904179-5-8

• May 2016

• Trade paperback $14.99

• eBook $3.49

Retired Snow Devils, PB and Janet Reese were enjoying winter away

in Arizona when the daughter of a friend was kidnapped and smuggled

into Mexico.  Hiding behind the border and several layers of

corruption the ruthless gang is untouchable until the Reeses take

action.  Once a Snow Devil, always...

Suzanne F. Kingsmill

Crazy Dead

• Dundurn Press

• ISBN: 978-1-4597-3552-1

• June 2016

• Trade paperback $11.99

Struggling to escape clinical depression, zoologist Cordi O’Callaghan is

admitted to a psychiatric ward in Toronto. As she recovers, one of the

patients dies. Cordi must convince a skeptical medical staff and patients

that the woman has been murdered and solve the murder, while healing

her mind.
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Mike Martin

A Long Ways from Home

• Friesen Press

• ISBN: 978-1-4602-9200-6

• September 2016

• Trade paperback $25.99

• eBook $3.99

The town of Grand Falls is in turmoil. Two dead bodies and outlaw

bikers out of control. Sgt. Windflower is called in to sort out this mess.

Along the way he meets old allies and makes new friends. As usual,

Windflower finds a way to make the best out of a very bad situation.

Rosemary McCracken

Raven Lake

• Imajin Books

• ISBN: 978-1-77223-241-7

• June 2016

• ebook $4.99

Financial planner Pat Tierney is more than ready for a summer away

from work. But when her teenage daughter announces that she is

pregnant, and a close friend is pegged by police as their prime suspect

in a murder investigation, she realizes that her dream summer

vacation may be turning into a nightmare.

R.J. McMillen

Green River Falling

• TouchWood Editions

• ISBN: 978-1-77151-168-1

• May 2016

• Mass market paperback $14.95

A cold and calculating serial killer is on the loose, brutally claiming the

lives of pipeline employees. Authorities suspect a Haida man - an old

friend of Walker - and when a sixth person goes missing, Walker

enlists the help of RCMP officer Dan Connor to help uncover the truth.
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J.A. Menzies

The Case of the Homeless Pup

• MurderWillOut Mysteries

• ISBN: 978-1-927692-27-1

• June 2016

• eBook $2.99

After a human skull is found in the Don Valley, a team led by homicide

detectives Paul Manziuk and Jacquie Ryan sift through the past to

determine whose skull it is and how it got there. Meanwhile, families

with missing loved ones anxiously seek information and curious

reporters try to get a scoop.

J.A. Menzies

The Paul Manziuk and Jacquie Ryan Mysteries

• MurderWillOut Mysteries

• ISBN: 9781927692219

• February 2016

• eBook $9.99

Three classic mysteries set in contemporary Toronto and featuring

a dynamic new police duo. Each book is roughly 400 pages.

Shaded Light: The Case of the Tactless Trophy Wife. Glitter of

Diamonds: The Case of the Reckless Radio Host. Shadow of a

Butterfly: The Case of the Harmless Old Woman.

George Mercer

Wood Buffalo

• George Mercer

• ISBN: 9780987975423

• May 2016

• Trade paperback $19.99

• eBook $9.99

Transferring to Wood Buffalo, Ben Matthews lands in the middle of a

controversial proposal to slaughter the park’s entire bison herd.

Frustrated by bureaucracy, Ben helps uncover the truth about the

park’s bison and the mysterious disappearance of a local trapper who

could influence the outcome.
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John Moss

The Girl in a Coma

• The Poisoned Pencil (Imprint of Poisoned Pen Press)

• ISBN: 9781929345243

• August 2016

• Trade paperback $14.42

• eBook $10.47

After being shot in the head, Allison Briscoe appears to be in a coma. In

her dreams she solves mysteries in her ancestral past. Awake, she

struggles to survive, solve murders, and show the world she is awake

and aware, a goal that becomes desperate when she realizes whoever

shot her has come back.

Rene Natan

Lemoncella Cocktail

• Archway Publishing

• ISBN: 978-1-4808-3235-0

• July 2016

• Trade paperback $20.00

• eBook $3.25

Involved in a murder at younger age, Patrick Carter, now twenty-five,

plans to stay out of troubles and live a life without confrontations.

Unfortunately, one day…as he walks along the Ausable River on his

way home, an unmistakable cry for help makes him plunge into the

river, fight the strong current and pull a girl to safety.

Kathi Nidd

Snowdrifts

• Tellwell Talent

• ISBN: 978-1-77302-097-6

• August 2016

• Mass market paperback $16.99

• eBook $6.99

As his fiancée anxiously awaits word on his whereabouts, Joe’s

dearest friends question his recent unusual behavior. And while Joe’s

teenage defendant grasps the dwindling hope of a murder acquittal,

the mystery of the unsolved murder of Joe’s high school sweetheart

resurfaces.
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Judy Penz Sheluk

Skeletons in the Attic

Imajin Books

• ISBN: 978-1-77223-264-6

• August 2016

• Trade paperback $15.99

• eBook $4.99

Callie Barnstable isn’t surprised to learn that she’s the sole beneficiary

of her late father’s estate. What does surprise her is that she’s

inheriting his house on the condition she finds out who murdered her

mother thirty years before. But when her first encounter in the house

is a skeleton in the attic, she wonders just what she’s gotten herself into.

Twist Phelan

Exit (Finn Teller Corporate Spy Mystery #2)

• Virage Press

• ISBN: 978-1534858930

• June 2016

• eBook $2.99

From Thriller Award-winning author Twist Phelan comes "a new and

capable heroine you'll want to see again".

Twist Phelan

Fake (Finn Teller Corporate Spy Mystery #1)

• Virage Press

• ISBN: 978-1533560599

• May 2016

• eBook $2.99

From Thriller Award-winning author Twist Phelan comes "a new and

capable heroine you'll want to see again".
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Katherine Prairie

Thirst

• Stonedrift Press Ltd.

• ISBN: 9780994937704

• February 2016

• Trade paperback $17.95

• eBook $9.99

Deep in a Columbia River valley rocked by violence and tightly

controlled by a U.S.-Canada military force, geologist Alex Graham joins

the search for a suspected toxic spill as the victim count rises. But the

lethal contamination is no accident.

Peter Robinson

When the Music’s Over

• McClelland & Stewart

• ISBN: 9780771072673 

• October 2016

• Hardcover $29.95

When the body of a young girl is found in a remote countryside lane,

evidence suggests she was drugged, abused, and thrown from a

moving van -- before being beaten to death. While DI Annie Cabbot

investigates the circumstances in which a 14-year-old could possibly

fall victim to such a crime, newly promoted DSI Alan Banks must do

the same...

Merrilee Robson

Murder is Uncooperative

• North Star Press

• ISBN: 978-1-68201-03

• September 2016

• Trade paperback $19.50

Finding an apartment can be murder. All Rebecca Butler wants is a

good home for her young son and disabled father. At first Waterview

Housing Co-op seems perfect. But then she finds a body. And soon she

learns that one of her new neighbours is hiding a secret that will put

Rebecca and her family in danger.
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Robin Timmerman

Threat of Autumn

• Trafford

• ISBN: 978-1-4907-7427-5(e)

• September 2016

• eBook $6.00

• Mass market paperback $21.99

The maple leaves aren't the only things falling on Middle Island this

autumn, as change threatens all who live there. The fourth book in this

series, featuring the detective adventures of the smart and sexy Pete

and Ali Jakes.

Eileen Schuh

Operation MaxTracker

• Kastle Harbour Publishing

• ISBN: 978-0-9869388-9-4

• October 2016

• Paperback $20.00

• eBook $3.99

Sgt. Kindle is counting on his top secret Operation MaxTracker team to

thwart an attempt by criminal gangs to hijack cyberspace.  The toughest

battles for his top computer guru Katrina Buckhold, however, are

against those who are concerned about her ability to keep her children

safe.

Eileen Vera Schuh

Shadow Riders

• Kastle Harbour Publishing

• ISBN: 978-0-9869388-6-3

• April 2016

• Mass market paperback $20.00

• eBook $3.99

Allison Montgomery is wrapping up a career as a successful

entrepreneur when she’s brutally kidnapped and whisked to South

Korea. To ensure her survival, she forges a bond with Carbon, her

smooth-talking, abusive captor--a bond she eventually must break.

Justice for six dead men depends on it.
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Iona Whishaw

A Killer in King's Cove, A Lane Winslow Mystery

• TouchWood Editions

• October 2016

• Paperback $16.95

It is 1946, and war-weary young ex-intelligence officer Lane Winslow

leaves London to look for a fresh start. When she finds herself happily

settled into a sleepy hamlet in the interior of British Columbia

surrounded by a suitably eclectic cast of small-town characters she

feels like she may finally be able to put her past to rest.

Sam Wiebe

Invisible Dead

Random House Canada

ISBN: 9780345816276

June 2016

Trade paperback $24.95

eBook $13.99

Dave Wakeland isn't the usual PI. A 29-year-old ex-cop, he makes a

habit of bad ideas. Chelsea Loam falls squarely into that category.

Chelsea disappeared eleven years ago, leaving a trail leading towards

career criminals and powerful men.

Linda Wiken

Toasting Up Trouble

• Berkley Publishing

• ISBN: 978-0425278215

• July 2016

• Mass market paperback $10.99

• eBook $8.99

Event planner J.J. Tanner has her hands full with an extravagant

birthday party and an arrogant chef. Murder is a late addition to the

menu. J.J. and her Culinary Capers Dinner Club pals must then put

their creative skills to use, to turn the tables on the killer before she

ends up on the burner.
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Elle Wild

Strange Things Done

• Dundurn Press/Thomas Allen Publishers

• September 2016

• Paperback $18.99

• eBook $8.79

When the body of a prominent politician is found floating in the

Yukon River, journalist Jo Silver finds herself doubting Dawson

RCMP’s  official line that Marlo McAdam committed suicide. To learn

the truth about what happened to Marlo, Jo must piece together

fragments of her own memory about the night in question,

culminating in a startling revelation.

Nick Wilkshire

Escape to Havana

• Dundurn Press

• ISBN: 978-1-45973-448-7

• November 2016

• Trade paperback $15.99

• eBook $8.99

With his career stalled and the office abuzz about his

soon-to-be-ex-wife’s indiscretions, Ottawa bureaucrat Charlie Hillier is

desperate for a change. So when the chance at a posting to the

Canadian Embassy in Havana comes up, he jumps at it, grateful to get

as far away as he can from his ex and his dead-end job at Foreign Affairs headquarters.

Eric Wright

The Land Mine

• Cormorant Books

• ISBN 978-1-77086-460-3

• May 2016

• Trade Paperback $20.00

World War II finally hits home when a German “land mine” destroys

the roof of Derek’s house, and he and his mother are forced to live

with his grandparents. Meanwhile, his backyard air raid shelter is

taken over by a man who claims to be a British double agent – a

mystery that proves irresistible to the schoolboy and his friends.
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M.H. Callway

Glow Grass and Other Tales

• Carrick Publishing

• ISBN: 978-1-77242-047-0

• October 2016

• Mass market paperback $15.00

• eBook $4.99

Revenge, guide dogs, cats big and small, beleaguered ladies of a certain

age, troubled men, a cop with a tarnished heart: meet them here. The

characters in these tales fight for justice, even if their sense of justice is

warped, but more often they must fight to save their own lives.

J.A. Menzies

7  Mystery & Suspense Short Stories

• MurderWillOut Mysteries

• ISBN: 9781927692226

• March 2016

• eBook $2.99

A wife who murders her cheating husband, a knife-wielder foiled by an

unexpected sneeze, a dying woman with a deadly secret that changed

lives, an old man trying to make up for his past... These stories run the

gamut of crime-writing and will keep you guessing to the last word.

Anita Arvast

What Killed Jane Creba

• Dundurn Press

• ISBN: 978-1-45973-506-4

• April 2016

• Trade paperback $21.99

• eBook $10.99

On Boxing Day 2005, fifteen-year-old Jane Creba was fatally shot on

one of the busiest streets in Toronto. Police and journalists reported

her death as that of an innocent bystander caught in the crossfire of

rival gangs. That was too simple an answer.
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Nate Hendley

The Big Con

• ABC-CLIO

• ISBN: 978-1610695855

• September 2016

• Hardcover $84.60

• eBook $71.20

The Big Con covers everything from financial fraud to online scams,

dubious medical remedies and famous con artists. Profiled are the

likes of Bernie Madoff, Charles Ponzi (from whose name we get the

expression “Ponzi Scheme”), “The Yellow Kid” and other miscreants.

J. Thomas Dalby & Lorene M. Shyba (Editors)

Shrunk: Crime and Disorders of the Mind

• Durvile Publishing

• ISBN: 978-0-9947352-0-1

• May 2016

• Trade paperback $29.95

Unlike any other book within the genre of true crime, Shrunk is the

first book to explore the problem of understanding mental illness

within the criminal justice system including the headline cases from

the past several decades in Canada, the US, Sweden, Australia and

South Africa.
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